Term 2 Week 6 Bulletin

- **Education Week-Cracking the Code**

It was wonderful to see so many families at Tuesday’s open evening where everyone was busy cracking lots of codes and puzzles in order to find the ‘solution’.

An enormous thank you must go to Larissa (Lucie’s mum 1/2D) for an insightful presentation that really put the emphasis back on maths being a fun, family activity.

Follow the link below to a useful handout distributed Tuesday night with some relevant and important information about helping your child with mathematics.


- **Spring Garden Bed**

We are excited about the bulbs that have been purchased for a Spring Garden Bed outside of 1/2E. A big thank you to Sarah Monahan and Emma Morrison for organising and assisting the children (this Friday coming) with the planting of freesias, bluebells and tulips. With good care over the next few months, we hope by Spring to see a beautiful garden full of colour!

- **Parent Helpers**

If you can assist during Investigation sessions, please add your name to the roster, still plenty of spots!

- **This week in class…**

As we revise concepts taught so far we are excited by the next essential understanding we have been planning and will begin unpacking with the children next week. The next 7-8 weeks will see children explore an economics based line of inquiry centred around the essential understanding: **The economic choices we make affect how we live.** Lines of inquiry include: *What is a resource? What influences the things we need and want? What difference do we make to the economy?*

Plenty of literature that has been carefully selected, will be used through the literacy and numeracy program to support children’s understanding of our new essential understanding.

Kind Regards,

The Year 1/2 Team